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INBiz
Overview
Believe in yourself. We do

Indiana Secretary of State Connie Lawson

Introduction to INBiz
INBiz connects Hoosier business-owners to Indiana State agencies by providing a onestop resource for registering and managing their business. Since it’s launch in April
2016, INBiz has grown to encompass functionality of eight different agencies, with a list
of features that is growing every month.
Businesses can register with the Secretary of State’s office, make changes to business
registration filing and pay annual filing fees, among many other activities. With the
addition of the Department of Revenue, Department of Workforce Development, Office
of the Attorney General, the Professional Licensing Agency, the City of Greenwood,
Indiana Small Business Development Center, and many other state and local
partnerships, users can conduct employer self-service activities throughout INBiz.
That's why we created INBiz, the state of Indiana's one-stop resource for registering and
managing your business and ensuring it complies with state laws and regulations. From
registering your business's name to filing required paperwork, you need go no further
than INBiz.in.gov.

What the State receives

•

Indiana Secretary of State Connie Lawson

•

What the Citizens receive

Increased Online Services

•
•

Higher Compliance Rate

•

Customer Care Services

Cross-Departmental Data Sharing
High Security and Service Availability

One-stop portal for business

•
•
•
•

Consolidated Dashboard
Simple, Intuitive workflows

Centralized Customer Support

The INBiz Community
Working together for Hoosiers and beyond

84%

User By Location
84% of users are domestic to the State of
Indiana. The remaining 16% of users are
located out of state.
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Simple. Clean. Effective.

The INBiz Site
INBiz shifts the focus to a “business-owner needs” model rather than a “State needs” model.
This focus led to the creation of items such as: a single sign-on process, a consolidated
dashboard, multi-channel customer service, and intuitive workflows.

PLAN
Strategic partnership with the Indiana Small Business
Development Center (ISBDC) to help with business planning

START
Quick and simple workflows to start a business with the SOS in
less than 15 minutes

MANAGE
Simple steps to update business details, manage recurring
required filings, and maintain cross-agency compliance

inbiz.in.gov

GROW
Accessible information on State government offerings to help
grow business and find new opportunities
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All users get to experience the

INBiz Core Features

Consolidated Dashboard

Single Sign-On
Single, universal, and
secure single sign-in
through One Indiana
Access. Allows for single,
cross agency linked
account management

Consolidated dashboard view that
includes cross-agency alerts,
documents, announcements,
recent activities, and more

Shopping Cart

Customer Workflows
“Guide Me” rules-based
workflows for ease-of-use
processing between
agency services

Users can submit and pay for multiple
transactions at once. Corporate saved
account functions to allow for
expedited service provider checkout
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All INBiz Online Services

INBiz Service Catalog

Service offerings from state and local government

Increasing One Stop Services

* Indiana Small Business Development Center (ISBDC)
* Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
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Interconnectivity
While INBiz launched with the most common elements an
entrepreneur needed to start a business, added features
have enhanced the idea of a true one-stop experience.

Faster Processing
INBiz is aimed at serving small business who want to get
back to what they love. As of 2018, INBiz metrics show an
average savings of 40 minutes per transaction or $4 million
dollars a year in saved transaction time cost.

Effectiveness
Enhanced Awareness
INBiz has added several enhancements, features, and
pertinent content to educate Hoosier business-owners on
offerings throughout all levels of government, including
county, and municipal permitting and compliance.

Improved Compliance
Because of INBiz, Hoosiers receive a simple, efficient
experience managing their business. Within INBiz, there is a
less than 2% rejection rate of online transactions.
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Interconnectivity
While INBiz launched with the most common elements
an entrepreneur needed to start a business, added
features have enhanced the idea of a true one-stop
experience.

Testimonial
In January 2019, Sarah visited the INBiz
site. After reviewing the site and chatting
with the customer care team, INBiz
referred Sarah, an Indianapolis freelance
photographer and graphic designer, to the

30

New Online Services

Central Indiana Small Business

INBiz has used the voice of the customer surveys and

a business.

Development Center for assistance starting

feedback to onboard desired agencies and their most
popular business constituent filings. Since 2017, INBiz has
added 30 additional online services that include, but are
not limited to: Trademark filings, Notary Publics, Licensing
applications and renewals, Uniform Commercial Code

After two weeks of receiving counseling,
Sarah officially launched her business,
Visual RX. Visual RX provides photography
and graphic design services to other small
businesses who don’t need a full time

(UCC) filings, Attorney General (AG) unclaimed property

designer, but still want the dedicated

reporting, local commercial permitting, and more!

attention of a professional concerning their
photography and/or design work.

20

Cross-Agency Content Pages
The top customer feedback is to understand all the state
and local government offerings. INBiz has created over 20
educational content pages on the website to keep
business owners connected and educated.

After launching her business, Sarah
continued to work with ISBDC on business
planning, sales forecasting, bookkeeping,
and more to make sure her business was
sustainable. Sarah can now use all the
INBIZ features and cross agency offerings
to grow and manage her new business.
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Faster Processing
INBiz is aimed at serving small business who want to get
back to what they love. As of 2018, INBiz metrics show

Testimonial

an average savings of 40 minutes per transaction or $4

A key strategic driver of INBiz is the ability

million dollars a year in saved transaction time cost.

to provide technological advancements to
ensure faster processing time and
increased efficiencies for customers.

Time Saved
INBiz has conducted multiple surveys and partnered with

40mins

statistical analysis vendors to see how much time
business owners are saved per transaction. Studies show

Recently, in the southeast region, the
ISBDC helped a client file their LLC on the
INBiz website. Before they were even done
with their session, the client’s phone rang
with an email notification stating their
Articles of Organization had been filed

that INBiz saves its customers an average of 40 minutes

through INBiz. The LLC was approved and

per filing.

filed in less than 5 minutes.
In that same meeting, the customer was
able to be educated on steps to obtain their
EIN and file for their Retail Merchant

$4M

Capital Saved
Using the same statistical research and factoring in the cost
savings associated with the saved time per transaction, it

Certificate.
In a recent INBiz roadshow, customers
stated that “It’s almost too easy to start a
business through INBiz.” INBiz gets

can be deduced that nearly $4 million is saved annually

customers to where they need to be so

through INBiz and its faster processing times.

they can get back to what they love.
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Enhanced Awareness
INBiz has added several enhancements, features, and
pertinent content to educate Hoosier business-owners
on offerings throughout all levels of government,
including county, and municipal permitting and
compliance.

Testimonial
In April of 2018, INBiz welcomed the
Attorney General’s Office (OAG)’s
Unclaimed Property Division and workflow
into the site. After holding unclaimed
property for an extended period of time,
businesses and government agencies are
required to turn over the assets to OAG’s
Unclaimed Property Division whenever the
property owner can’t be found. INBiz
offered a simple submission process along

$40M

Unclaimed Property Reporting
Following the first reporting the OAG’s Unclaimed Property
Division saw $40 million additional dollars of unclaimed
property reported to the office – representing a 35%
increase in reporting and compliance.

with notifications to businesses and
organizations – helping them easily comply
with state law by filing unclaimed property
reports online.
Unclaimed Property holders in Indiana are
expected to comply on November 1 and on
May 1 for annual filings. Following the first
filing period following OAG’s Unclaimed
Property Division inclusion in INBiz, the
office saw $40 million additional dollars of

ISBDC Online Requests
Since partnering with INBiz, the ISBDC has seen enhanced

118%

business community awareness of its service offerings.
INBiz is now responsible for over 65% of all ISBDC referrals,
increasing their online requests for service by 118% since
2018 (approx. 168/mo). In 2019, INBiz provided an
estimated 1,168 leads, leading to 200 ISBDC clients.

unclaimed property reported to the office –
representing a 35% increase in reporting
and compliance.
The work of our Unclaimed Property
Division represents a direct form of
constituent service that is taken very
seriously. Through this new partnership
with INBiz, OAG saw enhanced awareness
in the business community resulting in
increased compliance.
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Improved Compliance
Because of INBiz, Hoosiers receive a simple, efficient

Testimonial

experience managing their business. Within INBiz, there

Earlier this year, Margaret contacted the

is a less than 2% rejection rate of online transactions.

INBiz call center requesting help to open
her restaurant in Harmony, Indiana. She
needed to register her businesses with
the state, but she got much more.

3K

Business Entity Reports
INBiz has resulted in an average of 3,000 more Business
Entity Reports (BER) each year. These reports are the most
popular filing type outside of forming a business, and the
key way for businesses to remain in good standing with

She was able to register her business
with the state and navigate federal
requirements to ensure she was
compliant from all aspects. Margaret
and her ISBDC business advisor worked
through all compliance requirements
through INBiz for each agency.

the SOS Office.
Margaret is now open for business and
gainfully employing nine Hoosiers. Now
that her restaurant is open, she is
continuing the momentum by growing

2%

Decreased Rejected Filings
Less than 2% of online transactions rejected since INBiz
launched. Rejected filings due to non-compliance have
decreased significantly since the introduction of INBiz

her business. Margaret and her business
advisor are working through the hiring
process for additional employees and
receive ongoing compliance notifications
to ensure her business stays up to date
with the state.
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ORIGINALITY
INBiz continues to be one of the furthest reaching and innovative
programs for the “One-Stop” solution in state government.

STATE & LOCAL
OFFERINGS

CUSTOM
ADVISEMENT

CENTRALIZED
SERVICES

CONSTANT
IMPROVEMENT

SERVICE PROVIDER
PORTAL

INBiz extended its state

Through the partnership

Central service offerings

INBiz uses voice of the

Though focused on small

offerings to local

with the ISBDC, INBiz

give customers multiple

customer feedback to

business, INBiz has worked

municipalities. Greenwood

offers custom business

channels of self-

introduce new features

tirelessly to also provide a

being the first of many

advisement for business

education, support, and

and site improvements

great user experience for

municipalities

owners

agency agnostic branding

every month

service providers

WWW.YOURWEBSITE.COM
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1

Secretary Lawson and Greenwood Mayor Meyers
announcing partnership at
State of the City on Feb 1, 2018

First one-stop that has expanded to

STATE & LOCAL

2

3

The Partnership

INBiz extended its state offerings to
local municipalities. The City of
Greenwood became the first municipality
to onboard into INBiz. The municipality
partnership with the City of Greenwood
and INBiz was first announced at the
mayor’s State of the City on February 1,
2018. Greenwood was chosen as a
partner because of its increasing growth.
The city serves as a good test before
other cities are invited to participate.

The Functionality

Users are able to access an online
commercial permit application and
submit the application to Greenwood
through INBiz. Users can complete the
application, upload the appropriate
documents and submit the associated
fees. This new process will offer users
an alternative to manually completing
the application and submitting it to the
Greenwood municipal engineering office.

The Result

The milestone integration went live in
August of 2019 and has been a huge win
for the City of Greenwood. INBiz is in
discussion to onboard six additional
municipalities in the future.

Partnering with the ISBDC for

CUSTOM ADVISEMENT
Customers would often call INBiz asking questions such as:
What business entity should I form? What kind of taxes
should I file? Are permits required for my business? As an
impartial state agency, INBiz does not answer these type of

ISBDC fosters ingenuity and entrepreneurial
spirit and bolsters Hoosier businesses by
offering expert guidance and access to a
comprehensive network of resources — all free
of charge.

questions for customers. By strategically partnering with the
ISBDC, INBiz was able to connect its users to advisors
across the state, who had both the capacity and expertise to
advise these types of customers.

About the ISBDC
The Indiana Small Business Development Center (ISBDC) was created to
have a positive and measureable impact on the formation, growth, and
sustainability of small businesses in Indiana. Composed of 10 regional
offices afros the state, the ISBDC makes up a network of business

About the Partnership
INBiz partnered with the ISBDC in Nov-2018 and is now responsible for
over 65% of all ISBDC referrals, increasing their online requests for
service by 118%. In 2019, INBiz provided an estimated 1,168 leads, and
over 200 new ISBDC clients. Key statistics include:

advisors across the state and offer their services at no-cost to Indiana

• 700 hours of counseling

• 225 jobs supported

small businesses.

• 20 business starts

• $300,000+ in new business capital
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Centralized Services
Many channels to help the INBiz community

Call Center

Front Desk

Serviced by Netfor, a premiere call center organization, the

The INBiz Front Desk is open M-F 9:30am-4:30pm to

INBiz Call Center resolves all cross-agency, “Tier I”

help walk-in customers with INBiz questions, guidance,

customer questions, while providing a warm transfer to the

or to process paper filings.

correct agency for Tier II and above.
•

85% first contact resolution (75% industry standard)

•

93% customer satisfaction rating

•

Average wait time of less than 2 minutes

Over 7,500 walk-in filings annually

•

Highly utilized option for those who need
in-person help and support

•

(industry standard is 5 minutes)
•

•

Convenient option for service companies
local to Indianapolis

142,000 calls answered in 2019

•

Free expedited service

Chatbot
The INBiz Chatbot launched in Nov 2018.

Email

70% of Chatbot users use this after

INBiz email routes to an inbox managed by

standard business hours – serving a new

a team of “Tier II” internal specialists.
•

Over 4,000 emails answered annually

•

90% of emails answered in less than 1 business day

•

Customer feedback from emails used for site improvements

segment of the INBiz customer
population.
•

59% successful, satisfactorily answered interaction

•

Estimated 50,000 phone calls deflected (savings of $225,000)

•

Over 360,000 Chatbot interactions

•

More than 2,100 5-star reviews
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Constant Improvement
Iterative improvements through a phased approach
INBiz has a dedicated Program Management Office (PMO) and project
team comprised of internal state resources and external vendor partners.
This team utilizes Agile-like, iterative project management methods to
ensure the INBiz site sees constant improvement month-over-month. This
project management approach includes monthly releases, daily stand-up
calls, release planning, and more.

PHASE 0

PHASE 1

Maintenance
& Operations

Discovery

Beyond

DISCOVERY

PHASE 0

PHASE 1

MAINTENANCE

BEYOND

Initial engagement
between INBiz and
onboarding
organizations
interested in joining
the program

Prerequisite phase
to define shared
alignment to INBiz
strategic drivers and
full scope of project
work. Facilitates
reciprocal decision
to start the project

The standard project
life cycle providing
framework for
analysis and design,
development,
testing, rollout
readiness, and
project go-live

Following go-live,
the ongoing
maintenance and
operations to resolve
system issues,
change requests,
and larger
enhancements

Continual
assessment for
additional
expansion, crossagency initiatives,
and future project
opportunities
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Service Provider Portal through the

Commercial Registered
Agent Dashboard
In January 2018, Indiana adopted the Model Registered Agent Act
implementing Commercial Registered Agents (CRA). In response, SOS
made it a priority to build an online dashboard with pertinent features
for the CRA. CRA’s can:

• Link thousands of business records to a single CRA record
• Complete bulk RA changes with one filing (one record updates all)

77 Commercial Registered Agents
61 Business CRAs
16 Indiana CRAs

• View a real-time listing of all the businesses listing them as their RA
• Remove businesses that should no longer reflect them as their RA
• Easily identify represented businesses that have BERs due
• Easily add new businesses to its listing statement

90,000 businesses are represented by a CRA
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Significance &
Transferability

The INBiz Metrics clearly show the
significance the INBiz program has and
continues to have on the Hoosier
business community and beyond.

An independently issued customer
satisfaction study was conducted surveying the Client Needs of multiple
INBiz site users. The results
quantitatively show the significant
impact the INBiz program has made.

The 2019 INBiz Roadshows were
used to gather qualitative feedback
from entrepreneurs, city leaders, and
professional INBiz users.
22 cities 6 regions later, INBiz has
proven to be a long-lasting solution.
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INBiz Metrics
INBiz has over half a million users in Indiana and across the globe. The goal has always been to make substantial progress
in diminishing the time spent completing required state and local filings to start and manage a business - as well as
addressing agency silos and low customer awareness of state requirements. The benefits of INBiz were proven to be
significant since its inception and has continued to be over time. INBiz truly serves as a model for other jurisdictions to shift
the focus to a “business-owner needs” model rather than a “State needs” model.
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Client Needs

Quantitative satisfaction surveys conducted to determine if INBiz respond to needs of clients

1 Primary Method Before INBiz
60%

Customers were asked what was the primary
method used to complete their filings prior to INBiz.
Nearly 60% of customers used mail or individual
agency websites prior to using INBiz.

2 How INBiz Compares
Customers were asked, as a user, how satisfied
they were with the INBiz site? The highest
response rate noted they were satisfied with
the INBiz site

3 Greatest Benefit
Customers were asked what is the greatest benefit
of INBiz provided to them as a user. Clients noted
INBiz saves time, is easy to navigate, and is a great
single location with access to multiple agencies.

Customers who moved away
from paper or other sources

60
50

70%

40
30
20
10
0

Exteremely
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

No
Difference

Somewhat Exteremely
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Customers who were
satisfied with INBiz

60%
Customers who noted time
saving, ease of use, and
accessibility
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INBiz Road Shows

Qualitative feedback and education sessions with entrepreneurs, city leaders, and professional users

The INBiz Program Management Office (PMO) visited 22 Cities
covering 6 of 9 Indiana regions in 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Angola
Bedford
Bloomington
Clinton
Columbia City
Columbus
Corydon
Crown Point
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Goshen

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greencastle
Jasper
La Porte
New Albany
Santa Claus
South Bend
Sullivan
Terre Haute
Vincennes
Wabash

Ease of Use
Consistent feedback across the state and nationally that
INBiz offers robust functionality while remaining user
friendly. “It is almost too easy to start a business on INBiz.”

Data Accessibility
Service providers across the state noted how pleased they are
with the amount of data available when searching a business.
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Lessons
Learned
INBiz Team Takeaways
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INBiz Lessons Learned
2020 is a milestone year for the INBiz Program

1

Horizons: The rollout of INBiz and its functions were grouped in a series of “Horizons”. These
represented groupings of prioritized features, key functions, and selective onboarding to ensure
each was rolled out with the highest quality.

2
3

2020

4
5

Continuous Improvement & Deployment Refinement: As INBiz brought in more features,
and responded to the voice of the customers, it became crucial to create a routine
cadence and infrastructure for iterative deployments.

Quality Assurance: INBiz made the critical choice very early on to have a dedicated
quality assurance team to apply best practice testing of the software prior to any
deployment. This drastically reduced the rate of reported defects, ensures system stability
when new features are introduced, and supports ongoing customer satisfaction.
Stakeholder Management & Engagement: INBiz recognized the importance of leveraging
the relationships with internal and external stakeholders involved in the program. Having a
mutual reciprocity in support of one another was key to making INBiz progress. INBiz
continues to identify the value proposition for existing and potential stakeholder partners.

Voice of the Customer: INBiz strategically used all customer contact channels to collect,
aggregate, and synthesize customer feedback. The voice of the customer information harvested
has allowed for the continuous “business owner focused” improvements to the INBiz program.
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QUESTIONS & CONTACT INFO
Lindsey Mayes

David Maxwell

Mandy Ogunnowo

Collin Rainey

e.mogunnowo@sos.in.gov
p. 317-234-9576

e. crainey@sos.in.gov
p. 317-832-6983

Director of INBiz and IT
e. lmayes@sos.in.gov
p. 812-887-6793

INBiz PMO Project Manager

Deputy Director of INBiz
e. drmaxwell@sos.in.gov
p. 317-234-9662

INBiz PMO- Customer Exp.

